INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic debilitating disease of joint that mostly affects old age population. Almost 240 million people are suffering from OA globally.\(^1\) Pathogenesis of OA is complex that includes mechanical wear and tear in addition to inflammatory component caused by interleukin-1 (IL-1) and tissue necrosis factor \(\alpha\) (TNF-\(\alpha\)).\(^2\) non-pharmacological approaches, i.e., education and exercise are the first treatment options to combat OA. If non-pharmacological options are not enough to relieve symptoms, then different drugs might become useful such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), glucocorticoids and visco-supplement substances. Joint replacement surgeries are also considered in few patients if disease involves knee or hip joint.\(^3\)

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a natural component of synovial fluid, joint capsule and articular cartilage. It is used in the management of OA for many years. Definite mechanism of action of HA is still a matter of debate. A proposed mechanism is that HA restores joint lubrication, improves shock absorption and other joint mechanics. It also contributes in the synthesis of endogenous HA and other extra cellular matrix components by synovial fibroblasts in addition to lowering the proteoglycan loss and apoptosis of chondrocytes. To some extent, it also reduces endogenous HA degradation and production of inflammatory cytokines and pain mediators.\(^4\)

Triamcinolone (TRI), an intermediate acting synthetic glucocorticoid, has been used in a variety of diseases including OA for decades. Triamcinolone exhibits its anti-inflammatory activity via binding to intracellular glucocorticoid receptors and down regulating the expression of genes in prostaglandin synthesis and leukotriene release. It not only decreases size of osteophytes but also reduces the severity of structural changes of cartilage in OA.\(^5,6\)

Induction of OA via surgical transection of ligaments and menisci is one of the most popular techniques to develop OA models. Medial meniscus and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) are most commonly transacted ligaments to induce OA in knee joint of murine models. Resection of menisci and ligaments leads to post traumatic changes that has close
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This laboratory based experimental study was conducted in Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics at Army Medical College (AMC) Rawalpindi and National Institute of Health (NIH) Islamabad. Ethical approval was endeavoured from ethical review committee of “Centre for Research in Experimental and Applied Medicine (CREAM)”, AMC. Interventional period was two months, from May to July 2019, during which a total of twenty-four (24) adult male and non-pregnant female Sprague Dawley rats (weighing about 500 gram) were procured and nurtured in animal house of NIH. They were randomly divided into three (03) groups, with eight (08) rats in each group. Group I, II and III were labelled as Control, hyaluronic acid (HA) and triamcinolone (TRI) group respectively. Animals were kept in an optimal environment with temperature maintained at 25±5 °C. Adequate humidity and 12 hours’ day-night cycle along with standard diet and water were ensured. Osteoarthritis (OA) was induced in right knee joint of all rats with surgery. Before surgery rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of 5% xylazine and 1% ketamine. Right knee joint of rats was shaved and disinfected in a sterilized environment. After that, a para-patellar incision was made on medial side for complete joint exposure. Then anterior cruciate ligament was identified and transacted. Wound was closed with surgical stapler after the completion of the surgery. Animals were allowed to move freely in the cage for two weeks thereafter. Intra-articular (IA) injections were administered in the corresponding joint of the rats. Rats of control group, HA group and TRI groups were injected with 0.2 ml of normal saline, 0.2 ml (10mg/ml) HA and 70 μl (1.4 mg/ml) TRI once weekly for four successive weeks respectively. The gait pattern was analysed one week after the last dosage of drugs. Subsequently, animals were euthanized with toxic dosage of chloroform and sample of distal femur was obtained by using angled bone cutter. After tissue collection and histological slide preparation, these slides were scored using Modified Mankin score. Results were analysed using SPSS version 23. Gait score and Modified Mankin score both are Quantitative parameters and were compared through ANOVA followed by Post Hoc Tukey test. The differences between two interpretations were considered statistically significant if the p value was equal to or less than 0.05 (p≤0.05).

RESULTS

Gait pattern of the rats was noted with naked eye one week after the last dose. It was done by heavily staining the hind paws of the rats and they were allured by food to walk full length of A2 (42×60 cm) size paper. The footprint made by the drug treated right leg was compared with the non-treated left leg. Control group’s gait score of three rats was 04, four rats was 03, whereas one rat had 01 score. The mean gait score of this group was 3.25±0.707. On the other hand, two rats of Hyaluronic acid (HA) group scored 04, four rats scored 04 and two rats scored 02. Its mean score was 1.00±0.707. In the triamcinolone (TRI) group, the gait score of two rats was 03 while six rats of this group scored 02 and its mean gait score was 2.25±0.463. Comparison of control group with the drug treated groups via ANOVA showed p-value of <0.01 which validates the chondroprotective effects of HA and TRI. Intergroup comparison via Post Hoc Tukey test depicted p-values as showed in Table-1 and the graphical representation of the results is presented in figure-1.

The slides were observed and analyzed under x100 and x400 lens after histological slides preparation. Modified Mankins scoring system was used to score the histopathological changes of osteoarthritis (OA). The score of slides of control group ranged from 10–13. Marked irregularity in perichondrium was seen in six out of eight slides while rest showed mild irregularity. Marked fibrosis of perichondrium was seen in one slide, moderate in six and mild in one slide. Moderate irregularity of cellular organization was seen in six slides whereas it was mild in two slides. Marked increase in cellularity of chondrocytes was seen in all slides of this group. Five slides displayed moderate increase in chondrocytes cluster and 10–20% of chondrocyte necrosis whereas mild increase in chondrocytes clusters and 20-80% chondrocyte necrosis was seen in three slides. All slides showed fibrinoid degeneration. Mean score of control group was 11.50±1.195.

Minimum score of 04–07 was seen in HA group. All slides showed mild to moderate irregularity of perichondrium. Four slides showed mild fibrosis of perichondrium while it was absent in the rest. Moderate to marked irregularity of perichondrium was seen in one slide while the remaining slides had mild to moderate changes. Five slides showed mild increase in cellularity of chondrocytes while it was absent in the rest. Mild increase in chondrocytes clusters was seen in seven slides whereas it was moderate in one slide. All slides
showed 10–20% chondrocyte necrosis. Fibrinoid degeneration was not seen in any of the slides. Mean score of this group was 5.50±1.195. The score of the slides of TRI group ranged from 07–10. Mild to moderate irregularity of perichondrium was seen in seven slides with moderate to marked irregularity in one slide. Mild fibrosis of perichondrium was a feature of five slides while it was moderate in three. Mild to moderate irregularity of organization was seen in six slides whereas it was moderate to moderate in the remaining slides. Seven slides displayed 10–20% whereas one slide had 20–80% chondrocytes necrosis. Three slides exhibited fibrinoid degeneration which was absent in the rest. Mean score of this group was 8.83±2.390.

Comparison of the control group with the drug treated group via ANOVA exhibited p value <0.01, thus confirming the chondroprotective effects of HA and TRI. Intergroup comparison of groups via Post Hoc Tukey test depicted p values as showed in table-1 along with the graphical interpretation shown in Figure 01. A noticeable decrease of mean gait score and mean Modified Mankin score was seen in the drug treated groups as compared to the control group. Gait and histological scores comparison of control group with drug treated groups exhibited p-value of <0.01 each time that confirmed chondroprotection awarded by HA and TRI. However, comparison of these two drugs depicted that HA has superior chondroprotective effects as compared to TRI.

**Table-1: Intergroup comparison of Gait score and modified Mankin score when Post Hoc Tukey test is applied**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Gait score</th>
<th>Modified Mankin score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group I and II</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group I and III</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group II and III</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure-1: Graphical representation of mean gait and mean modified Mankin score**

**DISCUSSION**

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic degenerative joint disease that is characterized by cartilage degeneration and synovial hypertrophy. As of 2019, osteoarthritis is estimated to affect millions of people all around the globe and is the 15th leading cause of years lived with disability. Definite treatment of the disease is still not discovered. Many drug groups are investigational and are used to slow down the disease progression and to relieve symptoms. These include NSAIDs, glucocorticoids and viscosupplements. Many studies were conducted all over the world to evaluate and compare the chondroprotection offered by different NSAIDs, glucocorticoids and visco-supplements. This study was designed to evaluate and compare chondroprotective effects of hyaluronic acid (HA), a visco-supplement substance, and triamcinolone (TRI), a glucocorticoid, in murine model of OA. After the completion of interventional protocol, when gait score and Modified Mankin score of control and HA groups were compared, we found statistically significant differences that confirmed the chondroprotective effects of HA. Our results were in accordance to a Zhenqinq’s research conducted in 2018. He compared HA treated rabbit model of OA with control group and found a significant p value of <0.05. Likewise in 2017, Yunus Emre created chondrocyte defect in knees of rats by 27 mm drill bit. He also declared that HA exhibits chondroprotective efficacy when compared with the rats of control group (p-value <0.001). In 2016, Tatsuya Tamura worked on antigen induced rat model of OA and found a p value of <0.01 when HA treated group was compared with vehicle treated group.

Correspondingly, differences of gait score and Modified Mankin score between rats of TRI group and disease control group were statistically significant that confirmed its beneficial effects. These results were supported by 2016 research work of Jeffrey S. Kroin who claimed that TRI reduces alldynia as compared to mice of control group (p value <0.01). In 2017, Yashashri C. Shetty and his colleagues did research work on chemically induced models of rats and concluded that TRI lessens the histopathological severity of disease (p<0.01) as compared to disease control group. In vitro study of E. Frank also affirmed that TRI has some chondroprotective effects ( p value <0.05) on injured and inflamed cartilage inhibiting sulphate incorporation and glycosaminoglycan loss.

When gait and Modified Mankin score of HA group was statistically compared with TRI group, it was analysed that HA is more efficacious than TRI. These results are according to the research work of
Yashashri C. Shetty who found that HA has better chondroprotective effects than TRI in chemically induced murine model of OA \((p<0.001)\).\(^{22}\) Likewise, human study by Soad A Elsawy and his colleagues depicted superior chondroprotection offered by HA as compared to TRI \((p=0.01)\).\(^{24}\) Similarly, meta-analysis by Egemen Ayhan and colleagues also verified that HA has better chondroprotective effects as compared to TRI.\(^{25}\)

**CONCLUSION**

Intra-articular administration of 0.2 ml (10 mg/ml) hyaluronic acid and 70 \(\mu\)l (1.4 mg/ml) triamcinolone once weekly for 04 successive weeks reduced mean gait score and mean Modified Mankin score for histopathological changes in rat model of osteoarthritis. Additionally, while comparing hyaluronic acid and triamcinolone treated groups, it was concluded that the former has better chondroprotective effects in murine model of osteoarthritis.
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